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Pro BizTalk 2006 2008-09-20
written by a microsoft certified systems engineer and a certified solutions developer based on the needs of the
biztalk developer community includes examples of real world implementations

.NET Web Services Solutions 2006-10-11
net services solutions offers just what its title states practical solutions to the real challenges you face as you
use net to create applications that communicate with web services and more to the point to build and deploy
web services of your own by the time you re done you ll understand how the web services platform works
because chapter by chapter you get all the hands on instruction detailed examples and inside advice you need
to make your project succeed for example you ll learn to connect to a database using ado net operations carry
out the exchange of binary files and extend the reach of your web service so that it touches e mail fax
machines mobile devices and remote pcs you ll master techniques for making your web service available to
other programs but you ll also discover ways to control its availability through authentication and encryption
kris jamsa s expert coverage goes above and beyond providing advanced optimization tips including
instructions for implementing asynchronous operations he also shows you a neat trick for calling a web service
from within an html page using javascript want an even neater trick check out the section on making money
with your web service where you ll find a billing model that will work for you the final chapter brings it all
together walking you through a cohesive highly functional example of an employment web service

Pro ASP.NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005 2007-02-01
this book functions as a one stop shop for e commerce development with asp net 2 0 everything the reader
needs to know from design and planning through coding to delivery and maintenance is addressed in a clear
hands on manner the coverage complements and builds on the material in the book beginning asp net 2 0 e



commerce providing professional developers with the skills they need to create high quality e commerce
systems that fulfill their customers requirements the book assumes a working familiarity with asp net 2 0 but
no prior expertise in e commerce at present no other book addresses e commerce on the net 2 0 platform

Professional Sitecore 8 Development 2016-11-18
structure templates and content within sitecore work with integrated tools and leverage its extensive
automation capabilities sitecore was recently recognized as one of the most reputable and reliable enterprise
class web content management solutions wcms available in the marketplace thousands of companies are using
sitecore to manage their digital experiences online because sitecore is such a large complex platform
developers often have a hard time coming up to speed even after completing a sitecore training course for
developers however leveraging the design patterns and other practices laid out in this book will make that
transition much easier professional sitecore 8 development provides a soup to nuts approach for a sitecore
rookie to come up to speed quickly as well as provide more advanced techniques for seasoned veterans that
they may not be exposed to otherwise key coverage areas include getting started with sitecore development
front end development techniques incorporating design patterns into your sitecore solutions unit testing
sitecore applications programming sitecore s marketing capabilities sitecore automation with powershell
advanced development techniques what you ll learn develop solutions on the sitecore platform come up to
speed on sitecore without going through a training class build front end html css angular etc solutions as well
as back end c solutions on sitecore incorporate design patterns into your sitecore solutions make use of
advanced sitecore development techniques who this book is for the book is a developer s companion both front
end and back end developers the target audience is both developers who have zero sitecore experience as well
as seasoned veterans looking for advanced best practices a secondary audience would be sitecore
administrators who would benefit from discussions around performance tuning and security



InfoPath with SharePoint 2013 How-To 2013-07-30
need fast reliable easy to use solutions for using infopath with sharepoint 2013 this book delivers exactly what
you re looking for step by step help and guidance with the tasks you ll perform most often you ll learn better
ways to design and develop intuitive effective form based solutions and then efficiently administer secure and
troubleshoot them the industry s most focused resource for solving business problems with sharepoint and
infopath forms this book provides all the answers you need now steven mann is an enterprise applications
engineer for morgan lewis and has nearly 20 years of professional experience with collaboration and business
intelligence including a decade working with sharepoint formerly principal architect for rda corporation his
books include infopath with sharepoint 2010 how to microsoft sharepoint 2010 business intelligence unleashed
sharepoint 2010 field guide and sharepoint 2010 managed metadata unleashed fast accurate and easy to use
discover powerful tips for success with infopath designer 2013 efficiently create sharepoint form controls rules
and functions master form page design views and list forms submit publish and use data in sharepoint forms
streamline business processes by integrating forms into sharepoint workflows design more intuitive easier to
use forms with infopath controls functionality and settings use template parts to create reusable form
components including controls fields and data connections leverage visual studio 2012 with infopath to build
solutions and application level add ins dynamically populate repeating tables in forms elegantly track changes
in sharepoint forms automatically generate new infopath form instances use sharepoint 2013 central
administration to manage forms and forms services automate infopath form services administration with
powershell manage form permissions to control user access and rights troubleshoot form development
deployment publishing and form submission

Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ .NET in 24 Hours 2002
the typical user of this book will be past users of visual c looking to get up to speed quickly on developing
applications for the net framework in visual c



Expert C# Business Objects 2008-01-01
rocky lhotka is a very influential speaker and publisher in this area lhotka s previous editions have established
his own market position this is the c version of lhotka s ideas in the language most people will need it lhotka
continues to present this book as his flagship ip in his speaking career

Business Analytics with SAS Studio 2022-02-21
analyzing business data points with greater precision efficiency and speed key features exposure to work on
large datasets data mining techniques and sas built in functions exciting examples and a step by step guide to
the entire field of business analytics additional support of sophisticated sql queries and the creation of strong
visualization reports description this book teaches readers how to properly use sas r studio to enhance
business analytics summaries and graphical reports to make more informed business decisions since the
examples in the book are laid out in a logical sequence no prior knowledge is required to get started with
implementing what you learn in them the book begins with configuring your sas ondemand instance complete
with sample datasets and scripts the book explains programming syntaxes before delving into sophisticated
programming principles for managing data values and concludes with creating graphical reports for business
data values it explores how to implement datasets read external files execute conditional statements loops
formats text date numeric functions and arrays the book also helps writing sql statements such as joins sets
index views etc with proc sql univariate proc mean proc freq multivariate proc freq and design graphs with the
help of proc sgplot after reading this book readers will be able to evaluate business data values and create
excellent visualizations that will assist enterprises in making more informed business decisions readers will
become confident to use sas studio s rich interface and develop analytical programs what you will learn
configuring online sas ondemand for academics writing base sas programming and writing conditional looping
based programs implementing sas built in text date numeric functions and reading external data files using the
sql statement with proc sql processing plotting attractive data visualization using proc sgplot end to end case



study on employee skill development s data analytics and visualization who this book is for this book is for
those who wish to learn how to use sas studio s rich interface and develop an analytical program that helps
make better decisions having a basic understanding of how data analytics works helps table of contents 1
introducing sas environment 2 starting with sas programming 3 data mining and storage techniques in sas 4
controlling the program flow in sas 5 using sas built in functions 6 working with advanced data input
techniques 7 getting started with sql processing in sas 8 managing database tables in sas 9 working with
dataset in sas 10 data visualization and macro programming with sas 11 case study

Professional SharePoint 2010 Cloud-Based Solutions 2011-11-14
an authoritative guide to extending sharepoint s power with cloud based services if you want to be part of the
next major shift in the it industry you ll want this book melding two of the hottest trends in the industry the
widespread popularity of the sharepoint collaboration platform and the rapid rise of cloud computing this
practical guide shows developers how to extend their sharepoint solutions with the cloud s almost limitless
capabilities see how to get started discover smart ways to leverage cloud data and services through azure
start incorporating twitter or linkedin into your solutions find the best ways to secure everything and much
more shows developers how to use microsoft sharepoint 2010 to create scalable cloud based solutions melds
the hottest new trend in the industry developing hosting managing or storing code in the cloud with what
sharepoint developers need to know to weave these technologies into their solutions provides developer
patterns real world examples and invaluable walkthroughs topics include sql azure for data management and
bi building an azure based corporate tax service connecting linked in and sharepoint profile data creating a
filterable twitter dashboard leveraging bing maps geo services maintaining security and more sharepoint
developers discover exciting new ways to extend sharepoint s functionality with this practical and content rich
guide



SharePoint 2010 Six-in-One 2011-01-14
a team of sharepoint authorities addresses the six most essential areas of sharepoint 2010 sharepoint enables
sites to host shared workspaces and is a leading solution for enterprise content management this book serves
as one stop shopping for concise coverage on six key areas that you need to know in order to get up and
running with sharepoint 2010 quickly after an introduction to the new features of sharepoint 2010 the author
team of sharepoint experts walk you through branding and customization workflow business connectivity
services social networking and tools the search function and development basics so you can get started using
sharepoint immediately sharepoint 2010 offers numerous exciting new features including advancements in
user interface customization development improvements the benefits of business connectivity services and
much more covers the primary functions of sharepoint as well as enhancements and new features of the latest
version reviews the sharepoint platform branding and customization workflow business connectivity services
social networking tools development basics and more sharepoint 2010 six in one helps you conquer the six key
areas of sharepoint 2010 so that you can successfully take advantage of the microsoft sharepoint platform

Game Development Projects with Unreal Engine 2020-11-27
learn the tools and techniques of game design using a project based approach with unreal engine 4 and c key
featureskickstart your career or dive into a new hobby by exploring game design with ue4 and c learn the
techniques needed to prototype and develop your own ideasreinforce your skills with project based learning by
building a series of games from scratchbook description game development can be both a creatively fulfilling
hobby and a full time career path it s also an exciting way to improve your c skills and apply them in engaging
and challenging projects game development projects with unreal engine starts with the basic skills you ll need
to get started as a game developer the fundamentals of game design will be explained clearly and
demonstrated practically with realistic exercises you ll then apply what you ve learned with challenging
activities the book starts with an introduction to the unreal editor and key concepts such as actors blueprints



animations inheritance and player input you ll then move on to the first of three projects building a dodgeball
game in this project you ll explore line traces collisions projectiles user interface and sound effects combining
these concepts to showcase your new skills you ll then move on to the second project a side scroller game
where you ll implement concepts including animation blending enemy ai spawning objects and collectibles the
final project is an fps game where you will cover the key concepts behind creating a multiplayer environment
by the end of this unreal engine 4 game development book you ll have the confidence and knowledge to get
started on your own creative ue4 projects and bring your ideas to life what you will learncreate a fully
functional third person character and enemiesbuild navigation with keyboard mouse gamepad and touch
controlsprogram logic and game mechanics with collision and particle effectsexplore ai for games with
blackboards and behavior treesbuild character animations with animation blueprints and montagestest your
game for mobile devices using mobile previewadd polish to your game with visual and sound effectsmaster the
fundamentals of game ui design using a heads up displaywho this book is for this book is suitable for anyone
who wants to get started using ue4 for game development it will also be useful for anyone who has used unreal
engine before and wants to consolidate improve and apply their skills to grasp the concepts explained in this
book better you must have prior knowledge of the basics of c and understand variables functions classes
polymorphism and pointers for full compatibility with the ide used in this book a windows system is
recommended

Practical SharePoint 2010 Branding and Customization
2012-01-31
with practical sharepoint 2010 branding and customization sharepoint branding expert erik swenson cuts
through the fluff and discusses accessible easy to understand consulting and processes to create aesthetically
pleasing highly usable branded and customized sharepoint websites both internally and externally designed to
be a quick reference how to guide that lets you dive straight into the task at hand you ll find this book s
attention to detail and pragmatism make it an attractive companion during your branding experience



sharepoint 2010 deployments are more common than ever as is the desire to make the environment branded
and attractive to both internal and external clients however since sharepoint is more than just a collection of
web pages customizing the look and feel and completing the process of branding the platform itself is complex
and requires a knowledge of web development web design techniques and a familiarity with sharepoint
administration a curious niche to be sure and sometimes you just need to make quick fixes while at other times
building an entirely customized and branded environment is a multi step process with lots of stakeholder buy
in and development time required whether you re interested in applying just a touch of style to a team site or
you re branding a public facing fortune 500 website based on sharepoint practical sharepoint 2010 branding
and customization is the only book you ll need to quickly easily and efficiently brand and customize your
environment bonus includes the sharepoint 2010 branding starter kit this kit has everything you need to
jumpstart successful and compelling designs the kit includes a layered adobe photoshop file of a sharepoint
2010 site two pre built visual design examples and a visual studio solution you can use to deploy either of the
designs included this starter kit is specifically prepared to save you substantial time kicking off your
sharepoint branding project and to minimize potential roadblocks these branding tools would cost you as much
as 500 if purchased separately but they re included with the purchase of this book at no additional charge get
started today

Learning Game AI Programming with Lua 2014-11-28
if you are a game developer or a general programmer who wishes to focus on programming systems and
techniques to build your game ai without creating low level interfaces in a game engine then this book is for
you knowledge of c will come in handy to debug the entirety of the ai sandbox and expand on the features
present within the book but it is not required



Professional Visual Basic 2012 and .NET 4.5 Programming
2012-12-13
explore visual basic 2012 and net 4 5 with this fully updated resource after a quick review of the of
introductory topics of visual basic 2012 and net 4 5 this book moves quickly into advanced topics such as data
access with ado net security asp net web programming with visual basic windows workflow and threading you
ll explore the essential visual basic 2012 functions you need including net features such as linq wcf and more
plus you ll examine exception handling and debugging visual studio features and deployment puts the new
async keyword and iterators to work explores new options and interfaces presented by windows 8
development and winrt continues strong coverage of core language elements and tools and creating
componentized applications this updated version of professional visual basic 2012 and net 4 5 retains its
expert author team including one of the best known and respected microsoft visual basic mvps bill sheldon and
microsoft regional director software legend billy hollis

Professional ASP.NET 4 in C# and VB 2010-06-25
this book introduces you to the features and capabilities that asp net 4 offers and explains the foundation that
asp net provides it covers each major new feature included in asp net 4 in detail retaining the unique c and vb
dual language coverage this edition retains many great features from previous versions including both printed
and downloadable vb and c code examples other expert coverage include iis and the provider model site
navigation design debugging modules and handlers silverlight css ajax and the ajax control toolkit jquery and
mvc



Professional C# 6 and .NET Core 1.0 2016-03-29
a true professional s guide to c 6 professional c 6 and net core 1 0 provides complete coverage of the latest
updates features and capabilities giving you everything you need for c get expert instruction on the latest
changes to visual studio 2015 windows runtime ado net asp net windows store apps windows workflow
foundation and more with clear explanations no nonsense pacing and valuable expert insight this incredibly
useful guide serves as both tutorial and desk reference providing a professional level review of c architecture
and its application in a number of areas you ll gain a solid background in managed code and net constructs
within the context of the 2015 release so you can get acclimated quickly and get back to work the new updates
can actively streamline your workflow with major changes including reimagined c refactoring support a new
net app stack and the net compiler platform that makes c and visual basic compilers available as apis this book
walks you through the changes with a comprehensive c review explore the new visual studio templates for asp
net core 1 0 forms and mvc learn about the networking switch to httpclient and asp net api s replacement of
wcf data services work with the latest updates to the event log windows runtime 2 0 and windows 8 1
deployment and localization dig deep into the new net 5 0 gc behaviors and the migrations addition to ado net
microsoft has stepped up both the cadence and magnitude of their software releases professional c 6 and net
core 1 0 shows you everything you need to know about working with c in a real world context

Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System 2006-05-11
a team of microsoft insiders shows programmers how to use visual studio 2005 team system the new suite of
products from microsoft that can be used for software modeling design testing and deployment focuses on
practical application of the tools on code samples development scenarios and automation scripting this timely
book serves as both as a step by step guide and as a reference for modeling designing and coordinating
enterprise solutions at every level using team system the book begins with an overview of team system and
then offers nuts and bolts guidance on practical implementation code examples are provided in both vb net



and c

Professional Visual Studio 2017 2017-10-18
skip the basics and delve right into visual studio 2017 advanced features and tools professional visual studio
2017 is the industry favorite guide to getting the most out of microsoft s primary programming technology
from touring the new ui to exploiting advanced functionality this book is designed to help professional
developers become more productive a unique ide centric approach provides a clear path through the typical
workflow while exploring the nooks and crannies that can make your job easier visual studio 2017 includes a
host of features aimed at improving developer productivity and ui and this book covers them all with clear
explanation new figures and expert insight whether you re new to vs or just upgrading this all inclusive guide
is an essential resource to keep within arm s reach visual studio 2017 fixes the crucial issues that kept
professionals from adopting vs 2015 and includes new features and tools that streamline the developer s job
this book provides the straightforward answers you need so you can get up to speed quickly and get back to
work master the core functionality of visual studio 2017 dig into the tools that make writing code easier tailor
the environment to your workflow not the other way around work your way through configuration debugging
building deployment customizing and more microsoft is changing their release cadence it s only been about
two years since the last release so developers need to quickly get a handle on new tools and features if they
hope to remain productive the 2017 release is designed specifically to help you get more done in less time with
greater accuracy and attention to detail if you re ready to get acquainted professional visual studio 2017 is
your ideal guide

ASP.NET Developer's JumpStart 2002
the purpose of asp net jumpstart is to show readers the practical applications of net and asp net by illustrating
how to build based applications using forms and services emphasis will be on good programming standards
and practices the reader will be taken from an introduction of the vb net language to intermediate topics



through a step by step approach which gives the reader the opportunity to try out the practices presented in
each chapter

NUnit Pocket Reference 2004-08-25
few net developers have the luxury of unlimited code testing once their application is complete and rushing
through the testing process is both problematic and stressful the open source nunit framework provides an
excellent and efficient way to test and improve net code as it s written saving hundreds of qa hours and
headaches nunit is one of the most mature and widely used net open source projects even microsoft uses it
internally nunit is a unit testing framework for all net languages written entirely in c nunit takes advantage of
many net language features such as custom attributes and other reflection related capabilities it automates
unit testing and reduces the effort required to frequently test code while developing it nuint is invaluable for
net developers in test driven development under agile methodologies such as extreme programming xp as well
as for developers who use for unit testing for software quality assurance unfortunately some of those valuable
hours saved by using nunit can be wasted trying to master this powerful but under documented
frameworkproof that good things come in small packages the nunit pocket reference is a complete reference to
nunit filling in the blanks left by the existing documentation and online discussion it offers developers
everything they need to know to install configure and use nunit the nunit user interface and a reference to the
nunit framework classes in a slim but well organized package this handy little book even offers practical real
world nunit examples and with the nunit pocket reference it managers will know to expect when they
implement unit testing in their projects it is the only book you ll need on this popular and practical new open
source framework

Upgrading and Migrating to BizTalk Server 2016 2017
upgrading and migrating to biztalk server 2016 outlines the various approaches to upgrading existing biztalk
solutions the text works through specific examples of new maps and revised business processes teaching



readers to migrate a solution to a biztalk server azure machine as well as the time and costs associated with
the move to biztalk 2016 also covered core hardware and software requirements needed for the upgrade

Professional Visual Basic 2010 and .NET 4 2010-07-15
intermediate and advanced coverage of visual basic 2010 and net 4 for professional developers if you ve
already covered the basics and want to dive deep into vb and net topics that professional programmers use
most this is your book you ll find a quick review of introductory topics always helpful before the author team of
experts moves you quickly into such topics as data access with ado net language integrated query linq security
asp net web programming with visual basic windows workflow threading and more you ll explore all the new
features of visual basic 2010 as well as all the essential functions that you need including net features such as
linq to sql linq to xml wcf and more plus you ll examine exception handling and debugging visual studio
features and asp net web programming expert author team helps you master the tools and techniques you
need most for professional programming reviews why visual basic 2010 will be synonymous with writing code
in visual studio 2010 focuses on net features such as linq linq to sql linq to xml wpf workflow and more
discusses exception handling and debugging data access with ado net visual studio features for visual basic
developers windows programming with windows forms asp net web programming with vb communication
interfaces windows workflow and threading this wrox guide presents you with updated coverage on topics you
need to know now

JavaScript Step by Step 2013-06-15
your hands on guide to javascript fundamentals expand your expertise and teach yourself the fundamentals of
javascript if you have previous programming experience but are new to javascript this tutorial delivers the
step by step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and techniques discover how to
work with javascript syntax variables and data types master techniques for building cross browser programs
speed up and simplify app development with jquery quickly retrieve data from a server using ajax requests



adapt your app for mobile devices with jquery mobile build windows 8 apps using html css and javascript

Exam Ref 70-532 Developing Microsoft Azure Solutions
2015-02-20
prepare for microsoft exam 70 532 and help demonstrate your real world mastery of microsoft azure solution
development designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status exam ref focuses on the
critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the microsoft specialist level focus on the
expertise measured by these objectives design and implement websites create and manage virtual machines
design and implement cloud services design and implement a storage strategy manage application and
network services this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what if
scenarios to challenge you will be valuable for microsoft azure developers solution architects devops engineers
and qa engineers assumes you have experience designing programming implementing automating and
monitoring microsoft azure solutions and that you are proficient with tools techniques and approaches for
building scalable resilient solutions developing microsoft azure solutions about the exam exam 70 532 focuses
on the skills and knowledge needed to develop microsoft azure solutions that include websites virtual
machines cloud services storage application services and network services about microsoft certification
passing this exam earns you a microsoft specialist certification in microsoft azure demonstrating your
expertise with the microsoft azure enterprise grade cloud platform you can earn this certification by passing
exam 70 532 developing microsoft azure solutions or exam 70 533 implementing microsoft azure
infrastructure solutions or exam 70 534 architecting microsoft azure solutions see full details at microsoft com
learning

Professional K2 blackpearl 2011-02-25
k2 blackpearl and the k2 platform is a large powerful game changing application platform built on microsoft



technologies understanding it from top to bottom would be a great task for a single person which is why we
have gathered more than a dozen authors to supply you with the information to successfully transform your
company into a process oriented efficient business that can grow with the k2 platform since this is the first
book on k2 blackpearl you will find a broad range of topics in this book from the market in which k2 blackpearl
is aimed to the architecture of the platform from how to approach process design to developing your own
custom user manager the first part of the book is meant for everyone and provides an understanding of k2
blackpearl and where it fits in the marketplace it is included to provide a framework for thinking about various
aspects of process driven applications including how they differ from business process management
techniques identifying processes in your company to automate the different pieces that make up a process
measuring the success of your efforts and finally shifting your company s culture in the direction of process
efficiency this section may be the only section you need to read if you are sponsoring a process improvement
effort in your company if you are responsible for leading the effort make sure to read chapters 3 and 4 the
other parts are meant to provide details on how to effectively deploy and use k2 blackpearl and include a
broad range of topics read what you are most interested in but also make sure to read chapter 8 which will
give you a great foundation to start designing processes with k2 blackpearl chapter 14 is also recommended
for everyone because it provides an overview of the available k2 designers and how you can share projects
among them k2 blackpearl is the main subject of this book although we devote an entire chapter chapter 23 to
the add on product k2 connect to give you an understanding of how to bring sap data into your processes we
also talk a bit about k2 blackpoint particularly in the sharepoint chapters since k2 blackpoint is built on the k2
blackpearl foundation many of the same concepts apply to that product as well but we do not point out the
differences between k2 blackpearl and k2 blackpoint for that information browse to k2 com

Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0 2018-03-21
the professional s guide to c 7 with expert guidance on the newest features professional c 7 and net core 2 0
provides experienced programmers with the information they need to work effectively with the world s leading
programming language the latest c update added many new features that help you get more done in less time



and this book is your ideal guide for getting up to speed quickly c 7 focuses on data consumption code
simplification and performance with new support for local functions tuple types record types pattern matching
non nullable reference types immutable types and better support for variables improvements to visual studio
will bring significant changes to the way c developers interact with the space bringing net to non microsoft
platforms and incorporating tools from other platforms like docker gulp and npm guided by a leading net
expert and steeped in real world practicality this guide is designed to get you up to date and back to work with
microsoft speeding up its release cadence while offering more significant improvement with each update it has
never been more important to get a handle on new tools and features quickly this book is designed to do just
that and more everything you need to know about c is right here in the single volume resource on every
developer s shelf tour the many new and enhanced features packed into c 7 and net core 2 0 learn how the
latest visual studio update makes developers jobs easier streamline your workflow with a new focus on code
simplification and performance enhancement delve into improvements made for localization networking
diagnostics deployments and more whether you re entirely new to c or just transitioning to c 7 having a solid
grasp of the latest features allows you to exploit the language s full functionality to create robust high quality
apps professional c 7 and net core 2 0 is the one stop guide to everything you need to know

Visual Studio 2010 Best Practices 2012-08-24
it will be a step by step tutorial that will discuss best practices the book is structured in such a way that it can
be read both from start to end or can dipped into net developers using visual studio for programming will find
this book useful if you are developing your application with c you will find better ways to do things with visual
studio you should know basics of development with net framework and need working knowledge on visual
studio



Pro .NET Best Practices 2012-01-25
pro net best practices is a practical reference to the best practices that you can apply to your net projects
today you will learn standards techniques and conventions that are sharply focused realistic and helpful for
achieving results steering clear of unproven idealistic and impractical recommendations pro net best practices
covers a broad range of practices and principles that development experts agree are the right ways to develop
software which includes continuous integration automated testing automated deployment and code analysis
whether the solution is from a free and open source or a commercial offering you will learn how to get a
continuous integration server running and executing builds every time code changes you will write clearer and
more maintainable automated testing code that focuses on prevention and helping your net project succeed by
learning and following the net best practices in this book you will avoid making the same mistakes once with
this book at your side you ll get real world no nonsense approaches to continuous integration automated
testing automated deployment and code analysis tips and tricks you ll need to clear hurdles that keep others
from putting these common sense ideas into common practice guidance from the minimal essential approach
all the way to what s necessary to deliver at the highest levels of quality and effectiveness benefit immediately
even before finishing it from the knowledge workable advice and experience found in pro net best practices

Mastering Xamarin.Forms 2018-03-27
create high quality multi platform native apps with xamarin forms key features packed with real world
scenarios and solutions to help you build professional grade mobile apps with xamarin forms build an effective
mobile app architecture with the xamarin forms toolkit find out how when and why you should use
architectural patterns and get best practices with xamarin forms book description discover how to extend and
build upon the components of the xamarin forms toolkit to develop an effective robust mobile app architecture
starting with an app built with the basics of the xamarin forms toolkit you ll go step by step through several
advanced topics to create a solution architecture rich with the benefits of good design patterns and best



practices you ll start by introducing a core separation between the app s user interface and its business logic
by applying the mvvm pattern and data binding then you focus on building out a layer of plugin like services
that handle platform specific utilities such as navigation and geo location and on how to loosely use these
services in the app with inversion of control and dependency injection next you connect the app to a live web
based api and set up offline synchronization then you delve into testing the app logic through unit tests finally
you set up visual studio app center for monitoring usage and bugs to gain a proactive edge on app quality what
you will learn implement the model view view model mvvm pattern and data binding in xamarin forms mobile
apps extend the xamarin forms navigation api with a custom viewmodel centric navigation service leverage the
inversion of control and dependency injection patterns in xamarin forms mobile apps work with online and
offline data in xamarin forms mobile apps test business logic in xamarin forms mobile apps use platform
specific apis to build rich custom user interfaces in xamarin forms mobile apps explore how to improve mobile
app quality using visual studio appcenter who this book is for this book is intended for c developers who are
familiar with the xamarin platform and the xamarin forms toolkit if you have already started working with
xamarin forms and want to take your app to the next level with higher quality maintainability testability and
flexibility then this book is for you

Mastering Blazor WebAssembly 2023-08-18
leverage the power of webassembly with net 7 and c to develop cutting edge frontend web applications
systematically with this comprehensive guide purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook
key features explore blazor webassembly through a systematic step by step approach discover the concepts
essential to develop and deploy real world spas create robust components and develop efficient unit tests by
using the bunit framework book descriptionblazor webassembly is a revolutionary technology in software
development that enables you to develop web applications with a rich user interface using c without javascript
it can be run natively in the browser and soon on mobile apps with net maui making it a superweapon in the
net developer s toolbox this capability has opened the doors for the javascript community to have a stable
framework to build single page applications spas maintained by microsoft and driven by the community



mastering blazor webassembly is a complete resource that teaches you everything you need to build client side
web applications using c net 7 0 throughout this book you ll discover the anatomy of a blazor webassembly
project along with the build style and structure of the components you ll implement forms to catch user input
and collect data as well as explore the topics of navigating between the pages in depth the chapters will guide
you through handling complex scenarios like rendertrees writing efficient unit tests using variant security
methods and publishing the app to different providers all in a practical manner by the end of this book you ll
have the skills necessary to build web apps with blazor webassembly along with the basics for a future in
mobile development with net maui and blazor what you will learn develop basic and advanced components in
blazor to meet your application s specific requirements utilize blazor forms to efficiently collect user input and
handle data validation enhance your app with javascript logic integrating it smoothly within your blazor
application call restful apis in blazor enabling seamless integration with external services explore advanced
identity and security techniques in blazor ensuring robust authentication and authorization mechanisms build
reliable apps by implementing unit testing and effective error handling strategies who this book is forthis book
is for existing net developers eager to leverage their c skills to build single page applications without relying
on javascript frameworks as well as for javascript developers curious about blazor s capabilities and its user
friendly approach to web development tech enthusiasts seeking an in depth understanding of blazor s inner
workings will also find this guide useful for discovering and mastering blazor s powerful and intuitive web
development capabilities

Pro SQL Server 2012 Integration Services 2012-09-12
pro sql server 2012 integration services teaches how to take advantage of the powerful extract transform and
load etl platform included with microsoft sql server 2012 you ll learn to build scalable robust performance
driven enterprise etl solutions that save time and make money for your company you ll learn to avoid common
etl development pitfalls and how to extend the power of your etl solutions to include virtually any possible
transformation on data from any conceivable source sql server integration services ssis facilitates an
unprecedented ability to load data from anywhere perform any type of manipulation on it and store it to any



source whether you are populating databases retrieving data from the or performing complex calculations on
large data sets ssis gives you the tools to get the job done and this book gives you the knowledge to take
advantage of everything ssis offers helps you design and develop robust efficient scalable etl solutions walks
you through using the built in stock components shows how to programmatically extend the power of ssis to
cover any possible scenario

Learning XNA 4.0 2010-12-09
want to develop games for xbox 360 and windows phone 7 this hands on book will get you started with
microsoft s xna 4 0 development framework right away even if you have no experience developing games
although xna includes several key concepts that can be difficult for beginning web developers to grasp
learning xna 4 0 shortens the learning curve by walking you through the framework in a clear and
understandable step by step format each chapter offers a self contained lesson with illustrations and
annotated examples along with exercises and review questions to help you test your understanding and
practice new skills as you go once you ve finished this book you ll know how to develop your own sophisticated
games from start to finish learn game development from 2d animation to 3d cameras and effects delve into
high level shader language hlsl and introductory artificial intelligence concepts build three complete exciting
games using 2d 3d and multiplayer techniques develop for and deploy your games to the xbox 360 and
windows phone 7

Professional Visual Basic 2008 2008-06-02
the 2008 version of visual basic is tremendously enhanced and introduces dramatic new concepts techniques
and features to this popular object oriented language written by an elite author team this comprehensive
resource provides a clear and concise approach to using vb 2008 in the ever expanding net world this book
focuses on using the latest and most powerful tools from the microsoft arsenal within your visual basic
solutions you ll examine everything from the net framework to the best practices for deploying net applications



to database access and integrating with other technologies

Pro BAM in BizTalk Server 2009 2009-06-05
business activity monitoring or bam provides real time business intelligence by capturing data as it flows
through a business system by using bam you can monitor a business process in real time and generate alerts
when the process needs human intervention pro business activity monitoring in biztalk 2009 focuses on
microsoft s bam tools which provide a flexible infrastructure that captures data from windows communication
foundation windows workflow foundation net applications and biztalk server this book shows why bam is an
important component of any business intelligence strategy because it bridges the gap between business
intelligence and business process management part one of the book covers the basics of bam it teaches you
how to install bam and then it leads you through a complete but simple project to capture data from a wcf
service part two of the book describes the bam tool set it shows you how to define the data that is captured by
bam wire up a biztalk application for bam and view bam data using the bam portal part three of the book
focuses on monitoring applications written in wcf or wf it also shows you how to use the bam api part four of
the book covers advanced topics in bam these topics include integrating bam with microsoft s bi stack creating
relationships between bam activities managing bam servers and monitoring biztalk applications using bam this
book contains numerous exercises to help you learn bam source code for the samples is available from apress
com for many cios business intelligence is at the top of their priority lists learn why with pro business activity
monitoring in biztalk 2009

Vsto 3.0 for Office 2007 Programming 2009-03-16
get to grips with programming office 2007 using visual studio tools for office



Beginning ASP.NET 1.1 with Visual C# .NET 2003 2004-03-15
what is this book about this hands on guide teaches you how to build custom asp net sites from the ground up
an expert team of authors uses their extensive asp net programming experience to give you hands on
instruction in the best way to create sites with asp net and c this completely updated edition features new
examples and all code is written and tested for asp net version 1 1 what does this book cover here are some
details on what you ll discover in this book fast asp net site construction using microsoft s new free matrix tool
how to install and configure asp net basic programming principles for c such as variables control structures
and procedural programming techniques for applying these principles as you develop asp net pages the
minimum amount of object oriented programming necessary to work successfully and efficiently with asp net
key differences between asp net 1 0 and 1 1 how to use the examples in this book with either version and how
to move from 1 0 to 1 1 techniques for extending your asp net sites to incorporate related tools and
technologies such as using ado net for data source access services for inter site communication and server
controls to facilitate code maintenance and reuse how you can make your asp net site production ready
through proper debugging optimization and security who is this book for this book is for beginners who have
no previous experience with asp c xml object oriented programming or the net framework a little knowledge of
html is useful but not essential all the concepts you need to create dynamic asp net sites are presented and
explained in full

BizTalk 2010 EDI for Health Care 2013-03-12
building a successful health care claims processing edi implementation in biztalk server can be complex
decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data how to map to the 837 edi standard and how
to appropriately batch and deliver data if architected properly your biztalk solution can be highly efficient
simple and something that can be managed and extended for years to come the topics in this book include
building complete inbound and outbound solutions for 837 institutional and professional edi document types in



addition topics around 997 999 acknowledgements and related document types are included covering mapping
trading partner configuration as2 sftp data extraction data routing and batching you will find this to be a
goldmine of information to aid you in a successful implementation

Real-Time 3D Rendering with DirectX and HLSL 2014-05-03
get started quickly with directx 3d programming no 3d experience needed this step by step text demystifies
modern graphics programming so you can quickly start writing professional code with directx and hlsl expert
graphics instructor paul varcholik starts with the basics a tour of the direct3d graphics pipeline a 3d math
primer and an introduction to the best tools and support libraries next you ll discover shader authoring with
hlsl you ll implement basic lighting models including ambient lighting diffuse lighting and specular
highlighting you ll write shaders to support point lights spotlights environment mapping fog color blending
normal mapping and more then you ll employ c and the direct3d api to develop a robust extensible rendering
engine you ll learn about virtual cameras loading and rendering 3d models mouse and keyboard input and you
ll create a flexible effect and material system to integrate your shaders finally you ll extend your graphics
knowledge with more advanced material including post processing techniques for color filtering gaussian
blurring bloom and distortion mapping you ll develop shaders for casting shadows work with geometry and
tessellation shaders and implement a complete skeletal animation system for importing and rendering
animated models you don t need any experience with 3d graphics or the associated math everything s taught
hands on and all graphics specific code is fully explained coverage includes the direct3d api and graphics
pipeline a 3d math primer vectors matrices coordinate systems transformations and the directx math library
free and low cost tools for authoring debugging and profiling shaders extensive treatment of hlsl shader
authoring development of a c rendering engine cameras 3d models materials and lighting post processing
effects device input component based architecture and software services shadow mapping depth maps and
projective texture mapping skeletal animation geometry and tessellation shaders survey of rendering
optimization global illumination compute shaders deferred shading and data driven engine architecture



Professional ASP.NET MVC 4 2012-09-17
an outstanding author team presents the ultimate wrox guide to asp net mvc 4 microsoft insiders join giants of
the software development community to offer this in depth guide to asp net mvc an essential web development
technology experienced net and asp net developers will find all the important information they need to build
dynamic data driven websites with asp net and the newest release of microsoft s model view controller
technology featuring step by step guidance and lots of code samples this guide gets you started and moves all
the way to advanced topics using plenty of examples designed to give experienced net and asp net
programmers everything needed to work with the newest version of mvc technology expert author team
includes microsoft asp net mvc insiders as well as leaders of the programming community covers controllers
views models forms and html helpers data annotation and validation membership authorization security and
routing includes essential topics such as ajax and jquery nuget dependency injection unit testing extending
mvc and razor includes additional real world coverage requested by readers of the previous edition as well as
a new case study example chapter

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Bible 2011-02-11
harness the power of sql server microsoft s high performance database and data analysis software package by
accesing everything you need to know in microsoft sql server 2008 bible learn the best practices tips and
tricks from this comprehensive tutorial and reference which includes specific examples and sample code with
nearly every task demonstrated in both a graphical and sql code method understand how to develop sql server
databases and data connections how to administer the sql server and keep databases performing optimally and
how to navigate all the new features of the 2008 release
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